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Features
This release aims at making the end user self-sufficient to configure the system as needed and
seamlessly use the features & functionalities. It focuses on the end user experience for ease of
usage and simplicity in work flows.
These features have been tested on the following browsers.
 GoogleChrome
 MozillaFirefox

Leave & TNA:


Overtime Application - We have incorporated a configuration where we can define
while applying the overtime request ‘Remark’ field can be set as mandatory.



OD Application - We have added a new feature of restricting an OD Application on
number of days to be incorporated in one single instance or in a one single application.



Leave Application -We have enhanced ‘On behalf of ‘option. This enhanced version will
automatically display the ‘On behalf of ‘option to respective LMS Manager without the
assignment of Proxy Login Role. This is based on a configuration.



Shift Roster Screen - We have enhanced the shift roster screen such a way that only
those employees will be populated in list whose employee status is Existing, NewJoinee,
and FnF Initiated. Also Employees whose last working date is passed from the current
system date, will not be shown in list

Claims:


Claim Application: We have come up with an enhancement in an approved ‘Travel
Request’ which will be converted to claim. Previously travel claim was restricted to apply
within a travel date. Whereas now we have provided the validation while applying the
travel claim request in such a way that same can be applied on or before the travel period
gets over.
Default setup is kept as No for validation.
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Payroll:


In My Compensation Screen, after printing CTC Breakup, default company name ‘ZingHR’
has been replaced with Employee Code. Whereas date and URL have been removed from the
page.



Also we have come up with new report named ‘Payroll Bank Report’ which allows to draw
the details of employee’s bank details along with payment mode.
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